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“Consumers continue to desire home-cooked meals but
without the inconvenience of long preparation times. Meal
kits can help boost the ready meal category as consumers
can still use them to cook from scratch but spending less
time."
– Andre Euphrasio, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Innovation in packaging can help boost sales
Expanding meal kits to bring in more consumers

Total Brazil retail sales of ready meals grew 5.1% in 2015 and are estimated to reach R$1.85 billion in
2016 (a reduction of 6.6% compared to 2015). Looking ahead, sales are forecast to reach R$1.8 billion
by 2021.
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Sadia slashes sodium content
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Pizza is the ready meal most consumed
Functional benefits are desired by consumers
Innovation in packaging is high priority

Frequency of Eating Ready Meals
Frequency of eating ready meals is very low
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Factors Prepared to Pay More For
Consumers are looking for ready meals with functional benefits
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Using vegetables to replace carbohydrates
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Both traditional as well as new varieties of recipes are desired
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Important Factors When Choosing a Ready Meal
Consumers want products quick to prepare
Figure 38: Convenience claims, Brazil, 2012-16
Low price is especially important for lower socioeconomic groups
Figure 39: Important factors when choosing a ready meal, by age and socioeconomic groups, January 2017
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AB and older consumers are worried about healthiness
Figure 40: Important factors when choosing a ready meal, by age and socioeconomic groups, January 2017
Figure 41: Important factors when choosing a ready meal, January 2017

Attitudes to Ready Meals
Nutritional information holds wide appeal
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Showing the food content important to boost sales
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